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TRIO National board member responsibilities include (but may not be limited to):

- Attend and actively participate in four board meetings a year,
  - Typically three are by phone conference usually on a week night from 8 til 10PM to accommodate both East and West coast directors.
  - A 4th meeting is often (but not always) done in person at the director’s own expense, for two days (usually a Friday late morning into Saturday til 3pm to provide for one overnight travel event) alternating between East coast, mid-country and West coast locations.
  **Note:** While in-person attendance is expected, there are many circumstances that may prevent a director from traveling and remote access provisions are made for those exceptions
- serving on at least one - or more - committees (see the list on our web site),
- being responsive to e-mails and occasional polls or voting issues
- making annual financial contributions according to their means
- demonstrating passionate commitment to our TRIO Vision and Mission (also found on the web site)
- be a dues (typically $20/yr) paid up TRIO member, either with a local chapter or as a member-at-large
- committing to three years of service but can extend beyond if willing
- Qualification: prior experience with a local TRIO chapter or national committee service is desirable
- Qualification: demonstrated leadership experience and skills a desirable asset